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Abstract 
This article studies the problem of synthetically replicating an American Contingent Claim 
(ACC) using constrained portfolio policies. In particular, the asset mix of the replicating 
portfolio strategy must be maintained ina convex constraint set. Using the method of auxiliary 
markets of Cvitanic and Karatzas (1992), we characterize the unique replicating port- 
folio-consumption strategy and provide an upper bound for the fair market value of the claim. 
We also discuss the optimal time to exercise the claim. 
Keywords: Constrained portfolios; Synthetic replication: American contingent claims; Max- 
imum fair price; Optimal exercise 
1. Introduction 
This article studies the problem of synthetically replicating an American Contin- 
gent Claim (ACC) - a claim that allows the holder to choose a time of exercise - using 
constrained portfolios. These replicating portfolios are of interest o institutions and 
investors elling such claims in the market. The synthetic replications allows investors 
to hedge their exposure of being on the short side of the contract. The cost of carrying 
such a replicating policy would then be the price demanded by the seller of the 
contract. 
Problems of synthetic replication and the subsequent valuation of contingent 
claims in complete markets are well understood. Using the theory of stochastic 
analysis, it has been possible to derive not only the fair price of any contingent claim, 
but also characterize the method of hedging such claims. In particular, the notion of 
the equivalent martingale measure, under which investors are risk-neutral, proves to 
be of utmost importance. Karatzas (1988) used the theory of optimal stopping to 
derive an explicit closed form solution for the price of an ACC. 
This work was initiated when the author was at the Department of Industrial Engineering and 
Operations Research, Columbia University. New York, NY 10027-6699, USA. 
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Often, however, an investor has to maintain the proportions of his asset mix in the 
portfolio within the confines of a constrained set, usually a convex set in the space of 
portfolios. This includes a wide variety of constrained problems uch as incomplete 
markets and prohibitions on short-selling, as well as the stipulation of liquidity ratios. 
The constraints prevent he investor from being able to span the total risk in the 
market by investing in assets. Thus, in general, contingent claims cannot be perfectly 
replicated or hedged. There are a number of equivalent martingale measures asso- 
ciated with the market, and thus many possible price systems. Cvitanic and Karatzas 
(1992, 1993) addressed the problem of valuing European Contingent Claims (ECCs) 
under such constraints. They show that there is a range of price processes which the 
claim can have, the maximum price being the price process that allows sellers to hedge 
all their risk, and the minimum price being the one which allows buyers to hedge all 
their risk. Their work is an extension of E1 Karoui and Quenez (1992), where the 
authors use the same techniques toprice such claims in an incomplete market setting, 
though under a more general information structure. 
In this article, we extend the analysis to the replication of an ACC that offers 
a dividend stream up to the exercise time and a payoff at the exercise time. We find 
a unique portfolio-consumption policy that replicates the contingent claim. This 
policy involves ome excess consumption even before the time of optimal exercise. The 
wealth process associated with this policy then provides an upper bound for the fair 
value of the claim. We are thus able to characterize the maximum price process for the 
claim and the optimal exercise under this price process. The optimal exercise time is 
characterized asthe limit of approximately optimal stopping times. We also demon- 
strate that the standard stopping criterion for an ACC is optimal if and only if the 
claim can be hedged with a pure trading by the seller till exercise. 
Cvitanic and Karatzas (1992, 1993) were the first to apply martingale measures to 
constrained portfolio problems. In their first paper, they addressed a problem of 
utility maximization for an investor estricted in his portfolio choice. In the second, 
they extended this analysis to the hedging of ECCs. Their framework includes the 
well-studied models of short-selling and incomplete markets. There is extensive 
literature on pricing ECCs and utility maximization under constraints ofshort-selling 
and incomplete markets, using both analytical techniques as well as martingale 
methods (e.g., Pages, 1987; Xu, 1990; Karatzas et al., 1991; Conze and Vishwanathan, 
1991; Duffle et al., 1991; He and Pearson, 1991; Koo, 1991, E1 Karoui and Quenez, 
1992; Bardhan, 1993, Shirakawa, 1994, to name just a few). ACCs have however not 
received the same attention for these models. 
The following section describes the dynamics of the financial market. Section 3 
rigorously defines the concept of an ACC and discusses the replication in an uncon- 
strained market and the subsequent fair value of the claim. Section 4 introduces a set 
of auxiliary unconstrained markets, each of which is associated with a price system on 
the original market and thereby a price process for the claim. We also discuss the 
properties of a process that is the essential supremum over all price processes. The 
main results are in Section 5 in which we describe the replication policy for the 
constrained case and the seller's price for the claim. We also study the optimal exercise 
time under this price process and the subset of claims that can be replicated until 
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exercise with a pure trading strategy. Finally, we conclude with some comments 
regarding possible extensions. 
2. The financial market 
There are d + 1 securities being traded continuously over a finite time horizon 
[0, T].  One is a riskless asset with price Po(t) given by 
dPo(t) = Po(t)r(t)dt, Po(0) = 1. (2.1) 
The other d are risky assets, where the price of the ith asset Pi(t) is determined by 
a linear stochastic differential equation 
d 
dPi(t) = P,.(t)[bi(t)dt + ~" ai~(t)dWj(t)], P~(0) = P;. (2.2) 
j= l  
The process W = (W1 . . . . .  Wa) T is an R~-valued Brownian motion, defined on 
a probability space (O, ~,P) .  It represents the continuous flow of information 
entering the market. Measurability of any process will be taken w.r.t, the filtration 
{~} which is the P-augmentation of ~w ~-a(W(s); 0 <<. s <~ t), 0 <~ t <~ T. 
The instantaneous ri k-free interest rate r, the instantaneous appreciation rates on 
the risky assets b = (bl .... , ba) T and the volatility matrix process a -- [a~j]l ~< ~,j ~ d 
are assumed to be progressively measurable. It is also assumed that r is bounded from 
below and that a(t) is strongly non-degenerate, so that its inverse a-~(t) is well- 
defined. In addition, each stock pays out a continuous stream of dividends determined 
by a prog. meas. dividend rate process g0i(t), 0 ~< t ~< T, i.e., the dividend paid out for 
each dollar invested in the stock. 
The ~d-valued relative risk process defined as 
O(t) ~= a-'(t)[b(t) + ~p(t) - r ( t ) l ]  (2.3) 
represents the risk-premium as implied by the market parameters. It is assumed to 
satisfy the Novikov condition: E~ exp {½ II O(t)II 2 } dt < 00. This means that the pro- 
cess 
Zo( t )&exp{- f iOX(s 'dW(s) -~f  I },O(s),,2ds} (2.4, 
is an exponential martingale process (e.g., Protter, 1990). Define an auxiliary probabil- 
ity measure as Po(A)&E[Zo(T)IA], A ~r ;  then, by the Girsanov Theorem, the 
process 
Wo(t)& W(t) + f~ O(s)ds (2.5) 
is a Brownian motion under Po. We denote by Eo the expectation operator under the 
Po measure. The discount process of this financial market is fl(t)~l/Po(t)= 
exp { -- I'o r(s)ds}. 
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Consider an investor in this market who is endowed with initial capital x. The 
investor uses his capital to consume and to invest in the financial market just outlined. 
His investment policy is described by an Ra-valued, prog. meas. process portfolio 
process g(t)= (~l(t) . . . . .  gd(t)), satisfying ~ H~(t)a(t)ll 2dt < or, a.s.P. ~i(t) is the 
fraction of the investor's wealth that is invested in risky asset i at time t. The remaining 
part of his wealth is invested in the riskless asset. Similarly, the investor's consumption 
up to time t is represented by a cumulative consumption process C = {C(t); 0 ~ t ~< T }. 
It is an increasing predictable process with C(0) = 0, C(T) < ~,  almost surely. 
The investor's actions do not affect the parameters of the market. For any port- 
folio-consumption choice (g, C), the investor has an associated wealth process x"'C, 
which represents his net worth at any time t. The wealth dynamics can be expressed as 
dX~'C(t) = r(t)x"'C(t)dt + x"'C(t)~(t)[(b(t) + ~o(t) - r(t)l)dt 
+ a(t)dW(t)] - dC(t) 
= r(t)X"'C(t)dt + X~'C(t)g(t)a(t)dWo(t) - dC(t). (2.6) 
The solution X ~'c satisfies 
= x + f l  fl(s)X'~'C(s)n(s)a(s)dW°(s) - f l  fl(s)dC(s). (2.7) fl(t)x"'C(t) 
We find that 
M ~" c(t) ~= fl(t)X "' c(t) + f l  fl(s) dC(s) (2.8) 
is a Po-local martingale. 
A portfolio-consumption pair (Tt, C) is said to be admissible if the corresponding 
wealth process of (2.7) satisfies 
x"'C( T) >I O and X"'C(t) >>. - L, V0~<t~<T, (2.9) 
almost surely, for some non-negative and P-integrable random variable L = LOt, C). 
We define the class do(X) of all admissible pairs (it, C) for a given initial wealth x. For 
any (g,C)edo(X), the local martingale M ~'c is bounded from below and is thus 
a supermartingale, whereby 
+ fT  ° ~(t)dC(t)] ~ x; (~t,C) edo(X). (2.10) Eo[fl(T)X"'C(T) 
The investor is, however, constrained in his choice of asset mix. In particular, his 
portfolio choice g must lie in a convex set K in ~a. He is therefore only allowed to take 
on an investment-consumption pair (~t, C) which lies in the following subset of do(X): 
~'(x) A {(g, C) e ~¢o(X); ~(t, ¢o) e K for/.t x P-a.e. (t, co)}, (2.11) 
where/~ denotes Lebesgue measure. 
The convex sets include situations when short selling of securities i  prohibited or 
borrowing is prohibited. One can also stipulate that certain securities are unavailable 
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for investment, which is the case in an incomplete market. See Cvitanic and Karatzas 
(1992) for descriptions of the convex sets K that correspond to different constrained 
cases. 
3. American contingent claims: the unconstrained market case 
In this section, we consider the pricing and replication of ACCs in an unconstrained 
market. An ACC is a financial instrument that allows the holder the choice of an 
exercise time r • 2fo, T, where T is the expiration date of the claim and ~., ~ is the set of 
{ o% }-stopping times that take values in the interval [u, v]. The claim guarantees the 
investor a cumulative dividend of ~9(t), t • [0, z] and a payment of f (Q upon exercise. 
Here, {9(t); t •[0, T]} is a prog. meas. cumulative dividend process and {f(t); 
t e [0, T ] } is a right-continuous, non-negative adapted process. Together, they satisfy 
Eo sup (fl(t)f(t) + fl(s)d~9(s)) < oe for some 7 > 1. (3.1) 
\ts[0,Tl 
We wish to synthetically replicate the claim. This is achieved by finding a port- 
folio-consumption pair (~, C) that allows us to replicate the payoffof the claim. It also 
determines a(0), the price of such a claim at time 0, and a(t), the evolution of this price 
over the life of the claim. The minimum initial capital required to finance such 
a portfolio-consumption pair would be the fair value of the claim, and the corres- 
ponding wealth process of this pair would give us the evolution of the claim's price. 
The replicating strategy (~, C) has to satisfy 
(i) dC(t) >~ &9(t), t • [0, r ] ,  
(ii) x~'C(t)>>.f(t), t•[0 ,  Y], x~,C(r)=f(r), (3.2) 
almost surely. 
Let H(x) be the class of strategies that can be financed with initial capital x. Then 
the fair price (current price) of the claim is given by a(0) = inf{x: 3 (g, C) e H(x)}. The 
following result characterizes the fair price process of an ACC in an unconstrained 
market. The proof of this result can be found in Karatzas (1989). 
Theorem 3.1. In an unconstrained market, the fair price of the ACC is given by 
a(0)= ~so.TsupE°[fl(~)f(z)+f~fl(s)d~(s)] (3.3) 
There exists a unique replicating strategy Oz, C)eH(a(O)), and the evolution of the 
claim's price at any time is 
P,' [ f f  
a(t) =-~-TzesssupEo fl(z)f(z)+ fl(s)d,9(s)lo~], a.s. Vte[0, T]. (3.4) 
~eS,,r L
The optimal time to exercise the claim is given by 
r* = inf{t e [0, T]: a(t) =f(t)}.  (3.5) 
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The replicating strategy is unique. It is derived from the unique Doob-Meyer 
decomposition ofthe Po-supermartingale/3(t) a(t) + ~t o 13(s) doa(s) into a Po-martingale 
M and an increasing process A. The portfolio process ~r is defined from the representa- 
tion M(t)=~to/3(s)a(s)rt(s)a(s)dWo(s). The consumption policy C is equal to 
~9(t) + ~to/3-1(s)dA(s ). Moreover, it can be shown that up to time ~*, we have C - ,9, 
which means that the claim can be replicated by a pure portfolio strategy until 
exercise. Since the negative of this portfolio process is available to the buyer of the 
claim, buyers can hedge their risk until exercise as well. This establishes (3.3) as the fair 
price of the claim. 
Sometimes the American feature of the claim is restricted to a set of stopping times 
~,~ ~ ~o. r. For example, a deferred American option does not allow the bearer to 
exercise the option before a stipulated ate. Many warrants and convertible bonds 
issued by companies have this feature as well. As long as 6~r  is directed upwards, the 
results of this section are still valid with the only change of replacing ~,.~ by 
5er~ everywhere. 
A special case of this is the ECC, where the claim can be exercised only at the 
expiration date T. Thus the holder of the claim has no choice over the time of exercise. 
Alternatively, there may be a prespecified stopping time z e 6%. r, at which the claim 
may be exercised. The ACC may be seen as an ECC with a payoff at the stopping 
time r*. 
4. The support function and auxiliary markets 
For any convex set K~a,  denote the support function of the set -K  as 
6(x) = 6(xlK)~=sup~K(-  nx):Rn ~ Rw + oe. This is a closed, positively homo- 
geneous proper convex function on ~n and is finite on its effective domain 
R~={xeRa: f (x lK )<oo}={xe~a;37eRs . t .  -rcx~<7, gr teK},  (4.1) 
which is the barrier cone of - K. With this, we define auxiliary markets as in Cvitanic 
and Karatzas (1992). Consider all Ra-valued prog. meas. processes v = {v(t); 
t e [0, T ]  } with values in K, a.s., and satisfying E Io r I[ v(t)II 2 dt + efo a(v(t))at < oo. 
For each such v, introduce the following processes: 
O~(t)~O(t) + a-l(t)v(t), 
IL(s,t)~=/3(t)exp{-fs'6(v(u))du }, 
_ 1 2 ds}, (4.2) Z~(t)~-exp{-fiO'(s)dW(s) 2fl II0~(s)ll 
W~ ~ W(t) + f£ Ov(s)ds, 
P~(A)~E[Z~(T)IA] = E,[1A], Aeo~r. 
Denote by ~ the class of such processes v for which Z~ is a martingale, whereby the 
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associated P~ is an auxiliary probability measure quivalent to P on (£2, ~T)" Each 
v e ~ corresponds to an auxiliary market with interest rate rv - r + 6(v) and security 
returns by = b + v + 6(v). For each 2 E~ and z e5%,T, we will also have occasion to 
refer to the class ~,~ of processes v E~ such that v = 2, a.s., on [0,z]. 
The investor is assumed to be unconstrained in the auxiliary markets, and can thus 
determine a fair price for an ACC in each of these markets. Hence, each auxiliary 
market is associated with a possible price system on the original market. Bardhan 
(1993) discusses at greater length why these auxiliary markets are the natural conse- 
quence of the portfolio constraints. 
We now introduce a process that will be central to our analysis. For any fixed ACC 
(,9, f) ,  define the process 
J ( t )~ esssup E~ ~(t,z)f(z) + fl~(t,s)dO(s)lo~ . (4.3) 
(v, ~)e.~ x . (¢t ,  ~ 
Notice that each term in the supremum is a price process of the ACC in an 
auxiliary market. Thus, J is the essential supremum over the price of the ACC in all 
associated price systems. The following propositions record some properties of this 
process. 
Proposition 4.1. The family of r.v. {J(z)},~y0., satisfies the equation of Dynamic 
Programming 
J ( z )= esssup E~[e-~6(v("))duJ(~:)l{~=K} + fl~(z,v)f(y)l{~<~} 
+ fl~(~,s)dS(s)J~,]; ~e~, r .  (4.4) 
The process J can be considered in its RCLL modification and it is the smallest adapted 
RCLL process which satisfies the following properties: 
(i) we have 
J(z) ~> fl(z)f(z) VzsSfO,T. (4.5) 
(ii) For every 2 ~ ~, 
O ~.(t) ~ e - ~o 6()~(s))dsj (t) + f l  f12(O, s) d0(s) (4.6) 
is a (P~, ~t)-supermartingale with RCLL paths. 
The process J will be identified with the discounted maximum price process of the 
claim in the constrained market. The next proposition presents ome identities for the 
process Q a which will prove useful in our proofs in the sequel. It also discusses 
conditions under which the supremum in J(0) is attained. 
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Proposition 4.2. For each z, x • 6to. T and 7 • 5~. r, and each 2 • 9, 
Ea[Q~(~) I~]  = esssup E~[flv(O,7)f(~) + [7 flv(O,s)d#(s)l~,^~], (4.7) 
(v, ~)e~.~ x 5f,, r 30 
Ez (ess sup (E,[Q,(?) I ~-,]) I~-,]] = ess sup (E, [Q,(?) Iff,^ , ] .  (4.8) 
l f  a stopping time ~ • ~o.r achieves the supremum in J(O), i.e., 
J(0) = sup E,[ fl,(0, z) f  (z) + I" fl,(O, s) d$(s)], (4.9) 
vE6~ 30 
then sup~ E~[e - fg ~(,(~))d~(fl(r)f(z) _ j(z))] = 0. 
Moreover, a pair (2, z )•  ~ × 5to. T achieves the supremum in J(O) if and only if 
J(z) = fl(J f ( J ,  a.s., and the correspondin 9 process Qz,,A {Qa(t ^  z); t • [0, T ] } is 
a Pa-martingale. 
When (4.9) holds for some stopping time T, we say that ~ is the optimal stopping 
time since it achieves the supremum among all stopping times. As we shall show, when 
a pair (2, z) attains the supremum in J(0), then not only is z the optimal stopping time 
but the ACC can be replicated by a pure trading strategy by the seller till exercise. 
In the next section, we show that the cost of replicating the ACC with constrained 
portfolios is a least as large as the price in any of the auxiliary markets. We provide 
a replicating strategy for the ACC with constrained portfolios, as well as an upper 
bound on the fair value of the ACC. We also discuss optimal exercise of the claim. 
5. Synthetic replication with constrained portfolios 
In the unconstrained market, we were able to use arbitrage arguments to find an 
exact price for the ACC. When investors are constrained in their portfolio policies, 
there is a range of possible prices that any contingent claim - European or American 
- can have. There are price processes which allow the seller to hedge his risk, and there 
are price processes which allow the buyer to hedge his risk, but generally no one price 
process which does both. 
A price process admissible to sellers is a price process X for which there exists 
a portfolio process n such that if the seller sells the contingent claim at time s and 
purchases the portfolio process rt, and at time t > s, purchases the claim back and 
liquidates the portfolio, he does not make a loss. Over that period, he has to pay out 
the dividend ~9 to the holder of the claim. This is satisfied if there is an increasing 
process A, with A(0) = 0, such that 
f~ r(s)X (s)ds + f~ zc(s)a(s)dWo(s) - A(t) - ,9(0. (5.1) X(t) X(O) + 
Also, X(t) >~f(t) at all times, since this is the intrinsic value of the claim. It is easy to 
check that X is the wealth process corresponding to the pair (~, 8 + A). Thus, 
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(~, 8 + A) can be used to synthetically replicate the claim and will allow any seller to 
hedge his short position in the claim. Indeed, it satisfies (3.2). The replicating pair 
requiring the minimal initial capital will provide an upper bound on the fair value, 
since above that price, sellers can lock in on a riskless profit. 
We now present our main result regarding the replication of claims: 
Theorem 5.1. The minimum capital required to synthetically replicate the claim (~9,f), 
and thereby the maximum fair price of the claim, is given by 
sup E~[fl~(O,z)f(z)+f~fl,,(O,t)d~(t)]. (5.2) 5(0)~J(0) = 
(,,,. ~)~ x / fo , r  L Jo J 
There exists a pair (n,C)~ d(~(0)) which synthetically replicates the claim and 
X ~,c _ 4. The evolution of the claim's maximum price given by 
B(t)a(t)~J(t)= esssup Ev flv(t,r)f(z)+ fl~(t,s)d~9(s)l~ . (5.3) 
(v,r)e~ x 5ft,T 
Similar to the unconstrained market, the replicating policy is given by the unique 
Doob-Meyer decomposition of the Po-supermartingale fl(t)a(t) + Sto fl(s) dS(s) into 
a Po-local martingale Mo and an increasing process Ao. The portfolio process g is 
defined from the representation Mo(t) = Sofl(s)~(s)n(s)a(s)dWo(s). The consumption 
policy C is equal to ~9(t) + So fl-l(s)dAo( s)" 
Setting z - T in the maximization gives us the maximum price of an ECC when it 
offers a dividend stream. 
We have identified the maximum price process as the minimum price at which the 
sellers can hedge away any risk. Perfect competition between sellers will make them 
offer the claim at this price. We now assume that there is a market at the seller's price, 
whereby the actual price of the claim evolves according to d. We would like to 
determine the optimal exercise time under this price process, viz., at what time should 
the holder of the claim exercise it so as to maximize his value? If there is such an 
optimal stopping time z*, then the ACC would be a ECC till time z*, whereby we 
would have ~(0) = sup~2E~[fl~(O,r*)f(z*) + So* fl~(O,t)d~9(t)]. Our initial guess is 
that the stopping time 
r* = inf{t ~ [0, T]: d(t) =f(t)} (5.4) 
is a likely candidate. The following results show that the guess is close but not 
necessarily always true. The corollary establishes conditions under which an optimal 
stopping time exists. 
Corollary 5.2. Suppose we have the following property of quasi-left continuity under 
expectations: for any increasing sequence {r,},~= o c 5°0, r such that z, ~ z e 500, r, 
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Then the optimal time to exercise the claim is 
f~ l im (inf{t: 5(t) ~< ef(t)}). (5.6) 
eT1 
Notice that f ~< z* of (5.4). We will show that f - z* only if the claim can be 
replicated by a pure trading strategy till z*. For this, we need to establish some results 
regarding attainability. A contingent claim is considered to be K-attainable for the 
seller till time z e 6eo, r if it can be replicated by a pure trading strategy until time z, 
with no extra consumption. The following corollary characterizes K-attainability in 
terms of the results of Theorem 5.1. 
Corollary 5.3. The contingent claim ($,f)  is K-attainable till some stopping time 
z ~ No, r if and only if there is a 2 ~ ~ such that 
C-~9, 6(2(t))+rc(t)2(t)=O, t e [0,z], (5.7) 
almost surely. If, in addition, the process Q x,~ is uniformly integrable over stopping times 
under Pa, and ?t(z) =f(z) ,  a.s., then (k, z) achieves the supremum in (5.2), i.e., 
a(O)= E~[fl~(r)f(~) + f~ fl~(t)d~(t) 1. (5.8) 
Conversely,/f(2,z) attains the supremum in (5.2), then the claim is K-attainable till 
time z. In either case, the claim is K-attainable till optimal exercise. 
As we would expect, if the claim is attainable, then the optimal stopping criterion is 
identical to the unconstrained market case, i.e., z* of (5.4). The reverse is also true as 
the next corollary shows. 
Corollary 5.4. The stopping time z* of (5.4) is optimal if and only if there is some 
(2,z) e ~ x SfO, T that attains the supremum in ~(0). In particular, the claim must be 
K-attainable till z* 
In general, the optimal stopping time ~ is less than z*, reflecting a sort of impatience 
on the part of the holder of the claim. This impatience can be attributed to the loss in 
value due to lack of attainability. Recall that even in the case of an ECC, the seller 
takes some extra premium which is then dissipated in the form of a consumption 
process. The consumption comes at a loss to the buyer and is a result of the replication 
process hitting some portfolio constraint. Indeed, if the claim is truly attainable, then 
the extra consumption is zero and there is no loss in value to the buyer. When the 
exercise feature is European, the buyer can do nothing to stop the loss. With an ACC, 
the buyer has the incentive to try and exercise the claim a little earlier to prevent he 
dissipation in value from portfolio constraints. 
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6. Final comments 
It is of interest to use similar techniques to find an admissible portfolio and 
consumption strategy that replicates the short position in the claim, whereby the 
buyer of the claim can hedge his risk. This would provide a lower bound on the fair 
price of the claim. 
Our conjecture is that replacing sup~,~ ×.%.T by in f~ sup,~¢0. ~in (3.3) should 
provide the minimum fair value for the claim. The result is however not obvious. If the 
exercise is optimal, it is possible to show that one can get a hedging portfolio which is 
admissible for buyers, i.e., the hedging portfolio costs less over time than does the 
claim. If, however, the ACC is not exercised optimally, then it loses value at a cost to 
the buyer of the claim. 
As regards numerical computations, it is possible to show that Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) 
of Cvitanic and Karatzas (1993), appropriately redefined to account for the dividend 
stream 8, would provide a sequence of price processes which converge to the optimal 
price process. The partial differential equation (A.2) has to be appended with a free- 
boundary constraint Q"(t) >>.f(t), to account for the American-style exercise. 
The results of the last section can be extended, under some mild additional 
conditions, to random constraint sets K(t, co) as well as the framework of Bardhan 
(1993). Claims with payoff functions f and dividend ,9 that might be negative but 
bounded from below, can also be treated in a similar manner. 
Appendix 
Here we present he proofs for all the results in the paper. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. For any K ~ 5%, T and T ~ 5P,,, r, the random variable 
H,,,(~c)~ E~ Ifl,(~c, z)f(z) + ff  fl~(~c,s)d,9(s)l ~ ] (A.1) 
depends only on the restriction of v to [x, z]. Furthermore, it can be verified that the 
family of random variables {H~,,(K)} ~.~)~e × ~,.T is directed upwards, whereby there 
is a sequence {(V,,r,)}~--~XSPK,T such that {H ..... (K)} is increasing and 
J(K) = lim,_.o~ H ..... (K). 
To prove (4.4), pick a (f, "0 ~ ~ x 5~,. r and denote by ~,  ~ the class of processes v e 
which agree with v on [r, K], and by 5~,. K the class of stopping times 7 e 5P,, T which 
agree with r on [z, x]. In particular, "~ ^  x = 7 A K. Then 
J(O >/ esssup E~ fl,(z,?)f(7) + fl~(z,s)d~9(s)l~ 
(v, ~, )~,~ x ,~,~ 
= esssup^ Ev flv(z,y)f(7) + flv(z,s)d,9(s) 1{~<,,} 
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= esssup. E~ fl~(z,¢)f(¢)l{~<~} + fl~(z,s)d~9(s) 
(v, 7) e~, . ,  x ,~,,~ 
6(~(s))ds . . . . . . .  1 
(A.2) 
In the last step, y and v are replaced with ~ and f when they are identical. With this, we 
have for each (v,y)e~.~ x 5~ , 
^ 
J(z) >~ E~ fl~(z,£)f(£)l{~<~} + fl~(z,s)d,9(s) 
+ e - f: 6(¢(s))ds Hv, r(x) 1 {~ = ~} I~,]. (A.3) 
Note that since H~,~(x) depends only on the restriction of v to [x, T ], we can take the 
maximizing sequence {(v,, ~.)} from ~,~ x 5~,~. Taking limits we have 
J(Q >~ E~[3~(%f)f('c) + ff 3~(r,s)d,9(s) 
(A.4) 
Taking the supremum over all (~, 4) e N x 5%, r provides one direction of (4.4). The 
other direction is immediately obtained from the definition of J. Indeed, 
E f: ) J ( z )= esssup Ev flv(z, 7) f (7)+ fl,(z,s)d,9(s) 1{~<,,} (v, 7)e~ x 5~,.~ 
t> esssup Ev flv(z,7)f(7)l{~<~}+ flv(z,s)d~9(s) 
(v 7)e..@ x .9°, ~ 
+ e - I; a(v(s))ds j(x) 1 {r = ~} 1o~ 1 . (A.5) 
proving (4.4). The equivalence between the modifications can be proved along the 
lines of an analogous result in Cvitanic and Karatzas (1993). That J satisfies (4.5) is 
immediate from its definition. Moreover, from (4.4), we have 
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= e -I~al~("))d" E~ e -I:a('~(u))du J(t) + fl~(s,v)d~9(v)l~ 
+ f~ flz(0, u)d$(u) ~< e ~06()~("t)a" J(s) 
+ f~ fl~(0,u)d~9(u)= Q~(s), (A.6) 
which establishes (ii). Let J be any other process atisfying (i) and (ii). Then we have 
from (ii) that for each (v,z) e~ × ~. r ,  
[ ; ] >~ Ev fl~(t,r)f(~) + fl~(0,u)d~9(u)l~ , (A.7) 
whereby 
J(t)>~ esssup Ev fl~(t,r)f(~)+ B~(0 ,u)dO(u) l~- - J ( t ) .  [] (A.8) 
(v "0 e...~ x ~ ~ 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. To establish (4.7), we define the variable 
Yv(t) A fly(O, t)f(t) + f l  fly(O, s) d,9(s). (n.9) 
By definition, Q~(z) = ess supt~,r)~.~×,~.~ E~[ Y~(Y)I ~-~], since on [0, z], every 
ve~.~ agrees with ), a.s. So we have Q~(r)>>-E~[Y~(7)I~,], and therefore 
E~[Qa(z)I~K] >>-E~[Y~(~)I~-~K], for any (v,7) e~a,~x 6e~,T and ~ eSe~.r. This then 
provides 
Ez[Qz(z) l~] >>- sup E~[ Y~(y) I~3 ,  (A.10) 
which is one direction. The other direction is obtained from E[Q(z ) ]~]  = 
E [limk-~ o~ Yv~(Zk) I ~-~] = limk~ o~ E [ Y~,(z~)I ~ ] ~< sup(v, r )~. ,  × ~,. ~ E~ [ Y~(7) I~K ], 
where {(v,, Zk)} is the limiting sequence that approximates J(r). The other cases of 
x are obvious. 
The arguments are very similar for establishing (4.8). For x e S t  T, we have 
E~ less sup (E~ [O~(7)I ff~])l ff~ ] ~> Ea [Ev [O~(7)I ~]  I ~ ] 
L w~,~ J 
= E~[Q,(7)I ~-~3; Vv ~a,~. 
Taking the supremum over ~,~ provides one direction. The other direction comes 
from the observation that the family {E~[Q,(7)Iff~] },~e~., is directed upwards and 
hence there is a limiting sequence {v, } ~ ~a,, that achieves the supremum. 
Next, we discuss optimality of a pair (2, z). The process Qa,~ is a Pa-martingale if
and only if Ea[Qz(z)] = E~[Qx(0)] = J(0). Since J ( z )= fl(z)f(z), a.s., we have 
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Qa(t) = Y~(t), a.s., which proves optimality of ().,t). Conversely, if (2,t) is indeed 
optimal, then it achieves the supremum in every subset of which it is a member. Thus, 
Ea[Yz( t ) ]  = sup Ev[Y,(?)] = Ez[Qz(z) ]  
(V, ~)e~a,¢  X ~¢,T 
sup E,[Y~(7)] = E~[O~(t ^ x)] (A.11) 
(v, "~)e~.~.,, A x X ~*  A K, T 
Since Q~ ~> Yz, we obtain Q~(t)= Yz(t) a.s., whence J ( t )=  fl(t)f(t), a.s.. On the 
other hand, since E z [ Q z(t ^  7)] = E z [Q~(t ^  x)], for all ?, x ~ ~o. r, we get the mar- 
tingale property of Q ~., (Karatzas and Shreve, p. 20). 
Now, to establish the implication of (4.9), we take the supremum over ~ in (A.11) 
to get 
sup E, [Y~(t ) ]  = sup ( sup Ev[Yv(?)]~ = sup Ez[Q,(t)]. (A.12) 
Since Q~ >~ Y~, we obtain then sup~ E~[ Yv(t) - Q~(t)] = O, which can be rewritten 
in terms of J. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. First, we prove sufficiency by showing that indeed there is 
a hedging portfolio starting with initial capital J(0). For any v e ~, the Doob-Meyer 
decomposition theorem provides 
fo Qv(t) = J(O) + ?T(s)dWv(s)  -- Av(t), (A.13) 
where ?v is a ~d-valued, fft-prog, meas. satisfying So T II ?,(s)II 2 ds < ~.  a.s., and A, is an 
increasing process with A,(0) = 0, Av(T) < oo, a.s. Choosing v,/a e ~ in (4.6) suggests 
that 
6(v(t)) J (t)  dt + e - ~o 6(v(s))ds dQ ~(t) - fl(t) d~9(t) 
= 6(l~(t)) J ( t )dt  + e -  ~o 6(p(s))ds dQ,(t) - fl(t)d~9(t). (A.14) 
Comparing terms, we see that the expression exp {So 6(v(s ) )ds}? f ( t ) i s  independent 
of the choice of v, as is the following expression: 
6(v(t)) J ( t )  dt + e f'° 6(v(s))ds ~ T(t)t 7- x(t)v(t )dt - e ~° ~lvIs))ds dA~. (A.15) 
Using this, we define the wealth process X(t)~= J(t) / f l ( t )  and the portfolio process 
n(t)-a exp { So 6(v(s)) ds} ?T(t)a- 1(0 . (A. 16) 
J ( t )  
In addition, we define 
~(t)~=f~B~l(o,t)dAv(s)--f~X(s)(6(v(s))+~(s)v(s))ds. (A.17) 
Choosing v = 0, it can be verified that (~ is increasing and thus a possible consumption 
process. The next step is to establish that 
~(v(t)) + n(t)v(t)  >i 0; Vv~,  (A.18) 
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which Cvitanic and Karatzas (1992) have shown to imply n(t)eK. To this end, 
consider the equation 
f i  fl;'(O, s)dA~(s)= + f l  X(s)[b(v(s)) d(t) + g(S)~(S)] ds. (A.19) 
Clearly, X(t)> 0 for all (t,o)). Define the set A,~={co el2: 6(v(t,¢o))+ rc(t,~o)v(t,o)) 
< 0} and let #(t)&(v(t)lA: + nv(t)la,)(1 + II v(t)ll) -a, neN. Clearly,/~e~ and for 
n large enough 
fo E ~2~(O,s)dA~,(s) = EC(t) + E (1 + [I v(s)ll)-lX(s)lA;U6(v(s)) 
+ n(s)v(s)]ds + nE (1 + IIv(s)ll)-lS(s)lA, U~(v(s)) + rc(s)v(s)]ds < O, 
(A.20) 
which is a contradiction. Thus, we have n(t)e K. We write 
d(flv(0, t)X(t)) + flv(O, t)d,9(t) = dQv(t) 
= - fl~(O,t)dC(t) - flv(O,t)X(t)[f(v(t)) + 7~(t)v(t)] dt 
+ flv(O, t)S(t)rt(t)a(t)dW~(t). (A.21) 
For v = 0. 
d(~(t)X(t)) = -/~(t)dC(t) -/~(t)d,9(t) + ~(t)X(t)rt(t)g(t)dWo(t), (A.22) 
with X(0)= J(0) and X(T)= S, a.s. Moreover, defining the consumption process 
C(t) ~= C(t) + oq(t), we see that X is the wealth process associated with the admissible 
pair (~, C). Note that the definition of ~ is unique, by the uniqueness ofthe decomposi- 
tion of Q~. The evolution of the price of the ACC a(t) is given by this wealth 
process X. 
To show necessity, assume that there exists some (~*, C*) that finances the claim 
and let X* be the corresponding wealth process. Defining the processes Q* from (4.6) 
with/~X* in place of J, we see that//X* satisfies both properties in Proposition 4.2. 
Then j~(t)X*(t)>>-J(t)=lff(t)a(t), for all teFO, T]. In particular, x>~J(O) 
= a(0). [] 
Proof of Corollary 5.2. The method of proof follows along the lines of analysis in 
optimal stopping. We first find an "approximately optimal" stopping time and then 
take limits to prove optimality of ~*. To this end, let us introduce the set 
H~& {(t,o~)e[O,T] ×Q: J(t,o~) <~ a~(t,~)f(t, oJ)}, ~(0,1]  (A.23) 
and the stopping time 
D~&inf{t I> z: (t,~o) eH ~} = inf{t 7> z: J(t,¢o) <<. afl(t, to)f(t,¢o)} e6~o,r, 
e e (0, 1]. (A.24) 
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It is clear that stopping at time Dr) is approximately optimal. Our task is to take limits 
and show that the limit as e --, 1 is indeed an optimal stopping time. We begin by 
inspecting the process 
[ ;; ] -I°:'~(v(u))du J(D~) + flv(z,s)dS(s)l~ . (A.25) j(z)&ess sup Ev e 
v~6~ 
Our claim is that this process is identical to J. 
For this, we establish a supermartingale property of the process 
O.a(t)Ae-i'o6(~(s))ds j(t) + I t flz(O,s)dS(s) = esssupEv[Q~(D~)[~], (A.26) 
Jo VE~2,~ 
under Pz. For any y, z ~ 5eo. T, and a x e St,. r, it is easy to establish, along the lines of 
Proposition 4.2, that Ea[ess supv~e~.,(E~[Qv(x)l~,~])l~] = esssup~e~.,(E,[Qv(K) I 
~,~^~]). Now, take a fixed 7 eSeo. T and any z E 5P~.T. Note that D¢(~o) i> D~(~o) >~ 
^ D~(to). We have 
E~[Q~(z)[o~] = Ez~esssup(Ev[Q~(D:)[~])[~,] 
= E~[esssup(E~[Q~(D:)l~^o;])l~,l (A.27) 
<<. E~ [esssup (E~[Q,(D;)l ff,^o~])l ~ J  
L ~. ,  
~< ess sup (E~ [Q~(D~) I ~ ]) ~< Qv/7). 
Now, the process .~A eJ + (1 -- e)J is equal to J on the set H ~ and dominates 2J on its 
complement. Thus, it always dominates flf Moreover, using the supermartingale 
properties of Qv and 0k, we find that J satisfies Proposition 4.1(ii). Thus, J dominates 
J, whereby J t> J. On the other hand, it is easy to establish from the supermartingale 
property of Q v that a v ~< J. Thus J and J are indistinguishable. 
This brings us to our final step in the proof. Since D~^D~ = D~ for z ~ Sea.r, we have 
Q~(~ ^ D~) = ess SUp v ~ ~ .... o~ E~ [Q ~(D~) [ ~ ^ o~ ]. This leads to 
1 Ez[Q~(z)] <<.Ea[Q~(zAD~)]= sup E~[Q~(D~)] <~- sup E~[Y~(D~)], 
(A.28) 
where the definition of Yv is from the previous proof. Now, setting 7,z - 0, taking 
a sequence {~k}k~=~ ~ (0, l) with ~kT 1, and using the quasi-left continuity property 
(5.5), we establish that J(O)=Q~(O)<~sup~E~[Y~(Do)], where the limit 
Do = limk D~) ~ exists since the sequence is non-decreasing. This proves optimality of 
Do --f .  [] 
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Proof of Corollary 5.3. The first claim is obvious from the definition of K-attainability 
and inspecting (A.21). Condition (5.7) implies that the extra consumption C = 0. If 
Q~,~ is DI-0, T] under Pa, then the local martingale in the Doob-Meyer decomposi- 
tion is actually a martingale. In that case, (5.7) implies that Q~,~ is a P~-martingale. 
Proposition 4.2 and J ( z )  = f l ( z ) f ( z )  then provide the optimality of (2, ~). 
If (2, z) is optimal, then Proposition 4.2 says that Q~,~ is a P~-martingale, whereby 
(5.7) and K-attainability follow. [] 
Proof of Corollary 5.4. That the optimality of some (v,z) implies optimality of ~* 
follows easily from Corollary 5.3. Indeed, we have J ( z )= f l ( ' c ) f ( z ) ,  a.s., whereby 
/> z*, a.s. Moreover, since Q~,~ is a martingale, so must be the process Q,, ~., 
implying (v, r*) is optimal. Clearly, then ~* is the optimal stopping time and the claim 
is K-attainable till z*. 
On the other hand, appealing to Proposition 4.2, shows that optimality of some 
stopping time z provides sup~ee E~[e- ~o 6(v(s))ds ( f l ( z ) f ( z )  - J(z))] = 0. If z - r*, 
then all v achieve the supremum of 0. In particular, any one v would now satisfy the 
conditions for (v,z*) achieving the supremum in Corollary 5.3, and the claim is 
attainable. [] 
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